For more information about
BCM’s Maintenance Services,
contact us at

BCM

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES

An ounce of prevention is worth
thousands of dollars in computer
hardware & software replacements.
Many companies spend a fair amount of
money protecting their computer
equipment from theft. Not many consider
that there are threats that cause millions
of dollars of damage across the country
each and every year.
Dust, viruses and unpatched software are
the primary culprits.
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Neglected software updates leave
systems vulnerable to attack. Private and
proprietary information needs to be
protected.

T: 613-389-1289
F: 613-389-3982
E: maintenance@bcmct.com

COLLINS BAY RD

Dust clogs fans and vents, preventing
heat from escaping. Over time, repeated
exposure to heat degrades performance
of the various components of your
computer. Inevitably, this leads to failure
and irreparable damage.
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What is the cost
of downtime to
your business?
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BCM

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES

Your car has regularly scheduled
maintenance. Your computer
equipment should too.
BCM Maintenance Service Packages

Regular maintenance keeps your systems
running at peak performance. A
thorough physical and virtual cleaning at
regular intervals will prolong the life of
your equipment.
BCM’s Maintenance Services will give
you the peace of mind of knowing that
your data and hardware are safe from
common problems such as dust, viruses,
or out of date software patches.

Who says you can’t buy
peace of mind?
Catching a problem before it manifests
itself can save hours, even days or weeks
of downtime. BCM’s Maintenance
Service includes tests for the most
common problems that can affect your
computers.
Peace of mind is within
reach. Schedule your
BCM Maintenance
Service today to ensure
your computer lives a
long, happy life.

56% of data loss is due
to hardware failure.*
Computer equipment
never fails at a
“convenient” time.
Imagine losing your
server due to overheating
during your year-end process. How easy
would it be to get back on your feet?
Preventative maintenance can help these
situations. Early warning signs of failure can
be caught. BCM Maintenance Servicing can
detect these early warning signs and help
you plan a proactive course of action rather
than a reactive mad scramble.
For added protection, consider the BCM
Offsite Backup System. Your data is backed
up offsite from your offices, ensuring that
your data is safe in the event of fire, flood,
theft, or other potential disasters. Contact
BCM Computer Technologies today to learn
more about the BCM Offsite Backup
System.

All Maintenance Service Packages
include the following:
- physical cleaning of computers and printers, both
inside and outside
- anti-virus, anti-spyware and anti-malware scans and
cleaning of offensive software
- network security scans and patching of any problems
- all applicable updates
- examination of error logs
- general clean up of data on hard drives, integrity scans,
defragmentation, etc.
- check for available disk space
- check for and replace any noisy fans

Pricing
One-Time Maintenance Servicing
$75 per computer/printer

Regularly Schedule Maintenance Servicing
Scheduled Annually
$70 per computer/printer
Scheduled Semi-Annually (Every 6 Months)
$60 per computer/printer
Scheduled Quarterly (Every 3 Months)
$50 per computer/printer

Prices are based on a per-computer, per-visit basis.

* Source: Ontrack Data Recovery

